Issues in cost function specification for neonatal care: an inter-disciplinary perspective
Sirs, While wholeheartedly applauding O'Neill and Largey's contention 1 that models of the cost of neonatal services should be carefully interpreted, we would advocate an inter-disciplinary perspective and studies which relate costs to outcome. O'Neill and Largey presented a double log model as an alternative to the quadratic model of Fordham et al. 2 in describing the relationship between costs, volume, and case mix in neonatal units in Trent. As they point out, starkly different implications for policy arise from these two models. However, although the double log model was based more explicitly on econometric theory, its clinical validity is in doubt.
Among the units in Trent, 2 annual volume ranged between 1168 and 6789 days of care and case mix (the proportion of days of intensive care) ranged between 0.02 and 0.56. Table 3 of the paper 1 predicts average daily costs for values of volume and case mix outside these extremes, for example, for as little as 1000 days per year and for a proportion of intensive care as high as 0.8. This is at variance with advice not to extrapolate models beyond the observed data. 3 It is also unlikely that neonatal units could provide such a high proportion of intensive care. The reversals in economies of scale predicted by the double log model when the proportion of intensive care days exceeded 0.64 should therefore be interpreted with caution. The fall in costs as the proportion of intensive care increases from 0.05 to 0.8 at a volume of 1000 days of care is similarly implausible.
In the version of Table 3 1 shown here, predicted daily costs are presented only for volume and case mix within the observed range.
Within this range both models predict that daily costs fall with increasing annual volume and a decreasing proportion of intensive care, except at an annual volume of 1391 days. At this volume the double log model predicts that an eight-fold increase in the proportion of intensive care from 0.05 to 0.4 leads to no increase in costs, which is counterintuitive. 
